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5.1.General methodological presentation

In this subject, the student will learn how to use properly computer programs for the quantum chemical study of molecules
(electronic structure methods). Nowadays, molecular computational calculations are a standard tool for chemical research
due to the increase of computer performance and friendly user computer codes.

Computational calculations are of high interest in many fields of Chemistry and they are employed to interpret and to
understand experimental results, such as obtaining molecular structures, electronic density distribution, to explain the
possible reactivity of the molecular or to follow the reaction path, among others. Also they can be used to predict the
structure and properties of molecules not yet synthesized in order to guide experimental research.
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5.2.Learning activities

5.3.Program

1- Fundaments of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry

- Introduction to molecular structure. Molecular Orbital Theory. Hückel method: electronic delocalization, resonance
energy and aromaticity.

- Hartree-Fock method. Advanced methods: Electronic Correlation and Density Functional Theory. Degenerate electronic
systems.

- Basis sets. Calculational methods for molecular properties.

2. Applications of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry.

- Calculation of potential energy surfaces in gas phase.

- Determination of stationary points in complex chemical reactions.

- Theoretical studies of molecular electronic properties.

- Calculation of open shell electronic systems.

- Molecular interactions: hydrogen bonding.

5.4.Planning and scheduling

5.5.Bibliography and recomended resources
•
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